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Introduction

Purpose- We want to test through several varying factors, which footballs performance will
determine what football will be the best to play with under certain conditions.
Hypothesis- If the National Football League uses cowhide footballs, then Jared and I will
determine what would be the best alternative material and we will also determine which material
football performs best under what conditions.
Hazards- Overthrowing with possibility of straining pectoral muscle, shoulder, and lats.

Background
We wanted to test several factors, which footballs performance will determine what
football will be the best to play with under certain conditions. There were  several variables such
as cold weather for example, “Cold weather affects, first and foremost, the football itself. The air
the pressure of a football is reduced by 20% in cold weather. Many footballs are inflated indoors,
then brought into the cold, so the pressure in those footballs may drop during the game.” (Davis,
Ben). Most importantly the material the football is made of, “Why pig bladders? Before rubber
was invented, animal bladders were easy to get. They were basically round, lightweight, easily
inflated and fairly durable.”(Wonders, Joe) which is very different from the current cowhide
leather Nation Football League regulated footballs and eventually after these pigskin footballs,
The football committee started adding leather coverings because it strengthened the balls and
made them easier to handle. “The shape of the football eventually changed from a round ball to
its current elliptical shape with pointed ends (also known as a prolate spheroid). The new shape
allowed the ball to be thrown farther with a forward pass.”(Wonders, Joe) however different
materials also allow for different outcomes and results whether it is over the weight of the ball,
the dynamics of the ball, the handling of the ball, and how each ball reacts/performs under

different conditions. These were the variables we wanted to test.

Procedure (Clear outline steps)
First, Jared and I had measured fifteen feet apart from each other so that we could have a

controlled variable. After measuring our distance apart, we tested the air pressure of the football
through using an air pressure gauge at the five varying temperatures to measure the change in
pressure. Once the pressure was measured and written down, we then tracked the temperature of
the footballs using a digital thermometer before starting the experiment. When the temperature is
at a desired value, we then continue on to the three, 10 minute trials where Jared and I will
continuously throw the footballs back and forth. After the trials are completed and all data is
collected we then calculate averages and percentages. Finally, we determine the answer to our
hypothesis and configure reasoning to our purpose whilst also setting up a science fair board to
display our work and collect statistics.

Data
Trial 1
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Leather                                             Foam                                               Rubber

1. 39/50 1. 40/50 1. 42/50

2. 43/50 2.   40/50 2.   44/50

3. 48/50 3.   43/50 3.    48/50

4. 50/50 4.   47/50 4.    50/50

5. 43/50 5.   44/50 5.    37/50

10 Minute Trial                                10 Minute Trial                                10 Minute Trial

1. 40F    2.   55F   3.   70F   4.  85F   5.   100F

50 Throws per 10 Minutes= 600 Seconds/50 Throws = 1 Throw every 12 seconds

Trial 2
Leather                                             Foam                                               Rubber

1. 41/50 1. 40/50 1. 42/50

2. 43/50 2.   41/50 2.      42/50

3. 50/50 3.   44/50 3.      47/50

4. 50/50 4.   48/50 4.      49/50

5. 45/50 5.   46/50 5.      40/50

10 Minute Trial                                10 Minute Trial                                10 Minute Trial

1.  40F    2.   55F   3.   70F   4.  85F   5.   100F

Trial 3
Leather                                             Foam                                               Rubber

1. 39/50 1. 41/50 1. 43/50

2. 44/50 2.   40/50 2.       44/50

3. 47/50 3.   42/50 3.       48/50

4. 50/50 4.   47/50 4.       49/50

5. 47/50 5.   45/50 5.       41/50

10 Minute Trial                                10 Minute Trial                                10 Minute Trial

1.  40F    2.   55F   3.   70F   4.  85F   5.   100F

Calculations (Including graphs)
Trial 1:
-Leather Average 39 + 43 + 48 + 50 + 43 = 223/5 = 44.6 [223/250= .892]
.892 x 100 = 89.2%
-Foam Average 40 + 40 + 43 + 47 + 44 = 214/5 = 42.8 [214/250= .856]
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.856 x 100 = 85.6%
-Rubber Average 42 + 44 + 48 + 50 + 37 = 221/5 = 44.2 [221/250= .884]
.884 x 100 = 88.4%

Trial 2:
-Leather Average 41 + 43 + 50 + 50 + 45 = 229/5 = 45.8 [229/250=.916]
.916 x 100 = 91.6%
-Foam Average 40 + 41 + 44 + 48 + 46 = 219/5 = 43.8 [219/250=.876]
.876 x 100 = 87.6%
-Rubber Average 42 + 42 + 47 + 49 + 40 = 220/5 = 44 [220/250=.88]
.88 x 100 = 88%

Trial 3:
-Leather Average 39 + 44 + 47 + 50 + 47 = 227/5 =45.4 [227/250=.908]
.908 x 100 = 90.8%
-Foam Average 41 + 40 + 42 + 47 + 45 = 215/5 = 43 [215/250=.86]
.86 x 100 = 86%
-Rubber Average 43 + 44 + 48 + 49 + 41 = 225/5 =45 [225/250=.90]
.90 x 100 = 90%

Overall Averages:
Leather 89.2 + 91.6 + 90.8 = 271.6/3 = 90.533+ = 90.5%

Foam 85.6 + 87.6 + 86 = 259.2/3 = 86.4 = 86.4%

Rubber 88.4 + 88 + 90 = 266.4/3 = 88.8 = 88.8%

Best overall
#1. Leather 90.5% #2. Rubber 88.8% #3. Foam 86.4%
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Conclusion Analysis (Hypothesis upheld, statistical explanation, errors and fixes)
Finally, Jared and I came down to the conclusion that Leather was indeed the best

alternative to the cowhide footballs that the NFL is currently using. Errors that may have
occurred could include incomplete throws or sloppy technique. Fixes take in to account when
revisiting how to measure the air pressure of a football, PSI (Pound -per- Square Inch) and
retrieving data hence why we came up with the idea of doing three total trials with several
sub-categories so that we could finalize with the most accurate results and fulfill the purpose of
our science fair project.
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Conclusion Results (Answer to problem with supporting numbers)
Our hypothesis was to determine what would be the best alternative to the current

football in the National Football League. Through our research and experimentation, we had
discovered that Leather footballs would be the best alternative with a 90.5% completion rate to
the current cowhide footballs and that foam footballs would be the least successfully thrown and
caught with a completion rate of 86.4% as the least football of the four, three being tested.
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Abstract (1 page summary of project, include purpose, summarized procedure & results)

The purpose of our experiment was to test footballs with different materials under different

temperatures and figure out which football’s material was best under what conditions. When

doing our experiment we made sure to involve several variables; controlled and independent in

order to figure out which football was best in which conditions with the least amount of possible

errors. The procedure involved testing the air pressure, which is a key factor in the experiment

because the air pressure affects the weight and behavior of the ball and this is important because

it regulates the performance of the ball overall. The air pressure is a controlled variable however

because in order to test all of the balls fairly without error, all of the PSI’s had to be tracked

before the experiment could continue. Another contributing factor of the experiment was being

able to get the correct temperatures of a footballs material and the effect that it would have on the

football while conducting the experiment because some materials like rubber can expand and

warp due to higher heat waves whereas a foam ball isn’t nearly as affected by the temperature.

Jared and I were able to collect these temperatures through using a digital thermometer and once

the temperature was collected, we could continue with the test. Once we collected all the data,

we then did all the calculations which was calculating the average and then converting this

number to a percentile to get a greater idea of the effect the material and temperature has on the

catch and throw ability of the ball. The results that we were left with proved that leather material

footballs had the highest completion rate with a successful catch percentage of 90.5% while also

leading us to believe that the leather football is the best alternative to the NFL regulated cowhide

footballs and reasonably so. In conclusion, it was determined that the leather football proved to

be the best of the three tested footballs and that it can perform well under any given

circumstances.


